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1. Introduction 

The New Keynesian Model (NKMl, in its various versions, is the most 
commonly used instrument for monetary policy analysis. The reason 
of its success Bes in the mix of assumptions used in building the 
model. On the one hand, the NKM combines elements of dynamic 
generaI equilibrium theory, drawn from the neoc1assical tradition, 
such as a utility maximizing agent, problem of intertemporal choice 
and complete markets. On the other hand, it introduces nominaI 
rigidities in the form of sticky prices or sticky wages as in the Keyne
sian tradition, in order to have short run real effects in response to 
monetary and technological shocks. 

In its basic formulation, the NKM can be reduced to two equa
tions describing the behaviour of the economy: an aggregate IS rela
tionship, derived from the household problem, and not ad hoc as in the 
textbook IS-LM model, and an aggregate supply relationship in the 
form of a new Keynesian Phillips curve, which relates inflation to ex
pected inflation and a measure of current output gap. As the model in
volves the nominaI interest rate, a third equation is needed. This is giv
en by the centraI bank rule for monetary policy. The three equations 
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are then written in log-linear form and each variable is expressed as 
the log-deviation from its corresponding non-stochastic steady state 
value. With these three equations to hand, a number of policy experi
ments can be performed, using impulse response functions from simu
lations, once the parameter values have been calibrated. 

The NKM can be considered the main tool used for monetary pol
icy analysis. However, a new model recently developed by Mankiw and 
Reis (2002) revived the debate on the importance information asymme
tries can have for monetary policy to produce real effects. As Lucas 
(1972) argued, an economie environment can experience monetary 
non-neutralities because agents do not possess complete information 
about the state of the economy. Mankiw and Reis (2002) assume a 
flexible price environment in which firms differ in the level of infor
mation they have about the state of the economy. In particular, a pro
portion of firms receives the current information about the state of the 
economy and can set prices optimally while the remaining proportion 
sets prices based on information received in the previous periods. This 
implies that if a monetary shock occurs, firms not receiving the infor
mation will not adjust prices in response and the shock will have real 
effects. This model is labelled Sticky Information Model (SIM) and it 
represents the main alternative to the NKM. 

The purpose of this paper is to survey the NKM and the SIM to 
highlight the differences between the two. The basic differences be
tween the two models are summarized in the price equations, the new 
Keynesian Phillips curve and the sticky information Phillips curve. 
Given these conditions, I shall provide a more detailed exposition of 
the NKM. With this to hand it will be easy for the reader to follow 
extension to the SIM. 

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the NKM; 
section 3 presents the SIM and section 4 compares the two models 
and shows the policy experiments. Finally, section 5 draws the con
c1usions. 

2. The New Keynesian Model 

There are a number of papers and books describing the New Keyne
sian Model. The model itself is constructed on the static version of 
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monopolistic competition by Blanchard and Kiyotak:y (1987). A com
pIete version of the NKM is developed in Chari, Kehoe and McGratlan 
(2000).1 Among the various books, Woodford (2003) and Walsh 
(2003) provide complete treatments. Here I follow Walsh (2003) in 
describing the generaI mode!. 

2.1. Description oJ the economy 

There is a continuum of firms in the economy jE [0,1] , each produc
ing the same kind of a differentiated good. The household consumes 
all kind of goods in the continuum because the consumption index 
entering the utility function is given by a Dixit-Stiglitz (1977) aggre
gator of the type 

( 1) 

where () > 1 represents the elasticity of substitution among differen
tiated goods.2 

This specification implies that in equilibrium all goods are con
sumed - a point that will be made clear in the solution to the house
hold problem. Firrns have a degree of monopolistic power and can set 
prices optimally. In this way the effect of monetary policy on price 
setting behaviour can be analyzed. When sticky prices are intro
duced, the Dixit-Stiglitz aggregator prevents the non-adjusting firrns 
from suffering an incalculably great change in sales, which would be 
the case with an elasticity of substitution equal to infinity. 

2.2. The household problem 

The household problem can be divided into two parts, one in
tratemporal and the other intertempora!. In the first step the house
ho Id minimizes the cost of buying the differentiated goods in each 
period to reach an amount of total consumption equal to C

t
, while 

1 Chari, Kehoe and McGrattan (2000) employ a Taylor (1980) mechanism of 
price adjustment. Here J use the Calvo (1983) mechanism. 

2 The parameter must exceed one to have a positive firm's optimal price. 
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in the second the household decides how to allocate resources in
tertemporally. 

The first problem is stated formally as 

(2) 

s. to 

The solution to this problem is the demand function for firm j 

(3) 

where Pt = [J~~~edj t·. In the second step, the household solves a 

maximization problem stated to make optimal choices about con
sumption Ct' real money balances M/Pt, labour Nt and bond holdings, 
BI' The formaI problem is 

E 
~ At { C:-a (Mt / Pt )I-b 

max t L..J p --+ 'Y-'---'---'-'--
t=o 1-(j 1- b 

NH] ) X-t -
1-11 

(4) 

where 0', b, 1], X and yare positive parameters. The budget constraint 
of the consumer implies that the amount of resources spent on con
sumption, PFt' nominaI money holdings, Mt, and bond holdings, Bt' 
must be equal to earnings from working WtNt, last period money 
holdings Mt_l' interest on and repayment of bond holdings (1 +it_I)B

t
_

1 

and nominaI profits from firms ownership PP/ 
The first order conditions for this problem are summarized by 

the following three equations 

C~a = p(I + it)Et (JL )c~~, (5) 
Pt+! 

J As firrns possess monopoly power they make positive profits in equilibrium. 
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C-O" 

t 
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(6) 

Equation 5 is the usual Euler equation that relates consumption to
day and tomorrow. Ihis appears dear once it is noted that P /P = 

t t+ I 

1/(I+1t ) where 7r is the inflation rate at t+l . Ihen (I+i)/(I+1t ) = 
t+ l t+l t t+ 1 

(1 H
t

) and the Euler equation can be written in terms of the real in-
terest rate T

t 

(8) 

Equation 6 can be interpreted as a money demand equation. Io see 
this I rewrite 6 as 

(9) 

In the model presented here there is no investment, so equation 9 re
lates real money holdings positively to output C

t 
and negatively to 

the nominaI interest rate i( As an equilibrium condition, equation 6 
relates the marginaI rate of substitution between real money holdings 
and consumption to the relative price of the two goods. Ihis relative 
price is given by the opportunity cost of holding money, i /(l+i), 

t t 
which is equal to the relative price of real balances to consumption. 

Finally, equation 7 is a stati c generaI equilibrium relationship 
that equates the marginaI rate of substitution between labour and 
consumption to the real wage. 

2.3. The finn pToblem 

AlI firms jE [0,1] , produce a differentiated good using the same con
stant returns to scale technology with labour as the only input 

(lO) 
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where AI can be interpreted as a stochastic technological level with 
E(At) = 1. The operator E represents the unconditional expectation 
over the process AI' CapitaI is excluded from the basic model for two 
reasons: the first is tractability and the second is the observation that 
capitaI does not change much at business cycle frequencies. Recently 
Sveen and Weinke (2005) and Woodford (2003) showed that, when 
capitaI is firm-owned, it can influence firms pricing decisions in a 
Calvo setting.4 

The Calvo (1983) mechanism is summarized as follows: each 
period fraction À of randomly chosen firrns in the economy are not 
allowed to change the price while the remaining 1 - 'A set prices opti
mally. Thus the single firm faces a probability of changing prices 
which is given by a Poisson process with mean 1 - 'A, and expected 
duration of the price set in the current period of 1/(1 - 'A). The differ
ence between Calvo (1983) and Taylor (1980) is that the former is a 
stochastic mechanism in which adjusting firrns are randomly chosen 
from the population, while in the latter each producer is forced to 
keep prices fixed for a predeterrnined Iength of time. 

With production function lO to hand, the cost minimization 
problem for the single firrn can be stated. Note that constant retums 
to scale impIy that all firms are always at the same marginaI cost lev
el. To obtain an expression for the marginaI cost, I write the inverse 
function of lO, N.t=fJ( y. ), 

J Jt 

N - Yjt 
jt - A 

t 

The derivative of this function with respect to y. gives the additionai 
JI 

Iabour needed to produce one more unit of output 

dNjt __ 1_ 

dYj! At 

As each additional unit of Iabour costs WI/PI, the real marginaI 
cost for each firrn will be 

(11) 

4 See a!so Gali, Lopez-Salido and Valles (2004) for a sticky price mode! with 
capitaI. 
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The problem of a firm allowed to change price at time t is 

max Et i A. k ~t.t+k [ P jt - MCt+k] C jt+k' 
Pjt k=O Pt+k 

(12) 

The firm maximizes the expected discounted value of the stream of 
k ( )-0 current and future real profits. Here ~t.t+k = P Ct+k I Ct repre-

sents the stochastic discount factor from t+k to t for the firmo The lat
ter is an equilibrium condition, derived from the consumer's problem 
through the Euler equation 5 and its generalization to subsequent pe
riods. 

Each firm adjusting price at t faces the same optimization prob
lem and thus sets the same price. Then, subscriptj is omitted and P

t 
is 

used to indicate the optimal price set by all firms adjusting at t. The 
solution to problem 12 is 

This is a particular case of the pricing decision of the monopolistical
ly competitive firmo If the firm were able to adjust prices in each pe-
riod, A. = 0, it would set . 

e 
Pt = --MCtPI • 

e-l 
(14) 

Optimal price is set as mark-up 0/(0-1) over nominaI marginaI cost 
MClt. The above formula also makes c1ear that O> 1 must hold in 
order to have a positive optimal price. When prices are not flexible, a 
firm must take into account that it might not be able to adjust prices 
in the subsequent period so that all future marginaI costs matter in 
setting the optimal price. This behaviour is summarized in equation 
13, which shows that optimal price is a pure forward-Iooking vari
able depending on the future value of the nominaI marginaI cost. 

[ 

l J1/(1- 0) 
Note that from the definition of Pt = i p~;adj 

index at t satisfies o 
the price 

(15) 
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as l - À of firms set the optimal price while À of them keep the price 
fixed from the previous periodo As non-adjusting firms are randomly 
chosen from the population, the price index of ali non-adjusting 
firms is P

t
-

l
• 

2.4. Steady state and linearization 

As pointed out in the introduction, the NKM can be reduced to a 
two-equation linear system in output gap, inflation and the nominaI 
interest rate. With an additional equation representing the way the 
centraI bank sets interest rates, the model can be closed. 

With flexible prices, the NKM reduces to a standard dynamic 
generaI equilibrium model with money in the utility function. The 
latter shows a steady state in which the level of real varia bI es is inde
pendent of money; that is, the model displays neutrality. This steady 
state represents the benchmark case: this is the point to which the sys
tem converges when prices are flexible and no monetary or techno
logical disturbance is present. The strategy is to write the system in 
terms of log-deviations from the steady state. I define variable Zt as 

(16) 

where Zt is the value of a generic variable in the NKM above and ZSS is 
the corresponding non-stochastic steady state value. In the non-sto
chastic steady state alI stochastic varia bI es are at their average leve!. 

The natural level of output is defined as the log-deviation of 
output, when prices are flexible, from its steady state level 

yt = log yt - log yss . (17) 

This deviation depends only on technological disturbances 

yt = ( 1+ 11 )Àt. 
0-+11 

(18) 

Log-linearizing equations 5, 13 and 15, an aggregate IS relationship 

(19) 

.S'i 

I:~ 

:; , 
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and an aggregate suppIy reiationship, given by the new Keynesian 
Phillips curve 

(20) 

are obtained, where x t = Yt - Yt is the output gap at time t and 

u t = EtfY[+1 - Y[). The coefficient of the output gap is given by 

ié = (11 + 0)(1 - A,)(l- ~A,)A, -1 • 

Equation 19 is a standard linearized EuIer equation. It is com
mon to every dynamic generaI equilibrium modei and reiates the Iev
eis of consumption over time. Equation 20, on the other hand, is typ
icai of the NKM. lt relates inflation today with inflation tomorrow 
and a measure of economic activity, here represented by the output 
gap. This is a pure forward-Iooking reiationship which can be solved 
forward to obtain 

(21) 

Inflation today depends only on current and expected future values 
of the output gap, and there is no past variabie involved. At t, A, of 
firrns do not change prices and the remaining 1 - A, set them Iooking 
at the present and the future. Thus the only expectations involved are 
those of today with respect to tomorrow. This is in contrast with the 
new classicai Phillips curve of the Seventies, to derive which it is, in 
fact, assumed that 1 - A, of firrns set prices today based on current in
formation and the remaining A, set today's prices based on yester
day's expectations about today. The new classicai Phillips curve is 
given by 

(22) 

where t: is a parameter depending on the ratio (1 - A,l!A, and the de
gree of strategie compiementarity among firrns in the economy.5 

5 Woodford (2003, p. 161) argues that "pricing decisions are strategie comple
ments if an increase in the prices charged for other goods increases the price that it 
is optimal to charge for one's own good". 
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Note the difference between the two reiationships: in the new 
classicai Phillips curve inflation is determined by past expectations 
about today, and when the centraI bank sets about impiement today's 
policy, these expectations are therefore given. The effect on inflation 
occurs only through the output gap. In the new Keynesian Phillips 
curve, on the other hand, when the centraI bank takes steps today, it 
will influence today's inflation through the output gap but aiso 
through inflation expectations about tomorrow. This implies that ex
pectations about the future matter in determining current equilibrium 
values. As will be made clear in the following sections, the Sticky In
formation Modei is closely reiated to the new classicai modei of the 
Seventies. 

2.5. Monetary policy 

Equations 19 and 20 contain three variabIes: the output gap, infla
tion and the nominaI interest rate. To obtain a rationai expectations 
linear system another equation is needed, and this is given by the 
mIe the centraI bank uses to set the nominaI interest rate i. This mIe 
has to be formulated with care for the system to display a single so
lution. IIi particuIar, the interest rate mIe must satisfy the Taylor 
Principle. According to the latter, the monetary authority should re
spond more than one-for-one to inflation deviations from target. 
TayIor (1993) showed that the FederaI Reserve applied monetary poli
cy during the Volcker-Greenspan era following the mIe 

i ::;: 1t + 0.5x + 0.5(1t ~ 2) + 2, (23) 

where i is the federaI funds rate, x is the percentage deviation of out
put from a deterministi c trend (the output gap) and 1C is the average 
inflation aver the past four quarters. Thus, if the inflation rate is at 
2%, which represents the target, and the output gap is zero, the inter
est rate is set at 4%. From the originaI contribution, policy mI es like 
the one in 23 are Iabelled TayIor Rules. 

To see why the TayIor principie must hold it is sufflcient to use 
the Fisher equation 

(24) 
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together with a centraI bank mIe for the interest rate, which depends 
on the inflation level 

(25) 

where r is a random shock with zero mean. I write 24 in steady state as 
t 

i SS = 1t
ss + r ss 

, 

or 

(26) 

because the steady state considered involves a zero inflation rate. 
Subtract 26 from 24 to get 

(27) 

Equation 25 in steady state is 

so from 25 

(28) 

I use 28 in 27 to obtain 

(29) 

This is a difference equation that can be solved forward to get 

(30) 

where I used Et 'tt+k = O V k= 1, 2, ... , 00. The solution in 30 exists if 
() > 1, or in other words when the Taylor principle holds. If a solution 
to equation 30 exists, it follows from 28 that a it implying a bound
ed inflation rate exists as well. The simple argument of the Taylor 
principle given here can be extended to the NKM once one notes that 
the linearized Euler equation can be written as 

(31) 

! 
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Use 31 in 30 and Y
t 

= C
t 
to obtain 

(32) 

After observing that Yt+l - Yt = log Yt+1 -log yss -log Yt + log Yss = 

10g(Yt+l/ Yt) = r" where Yr is output growth rate at t, (r;+I-n/Yt' as
suming that the centrai bank makes no mistakes in applying its poli
cy, 'ft = O, inflation at t can be written as 

"'~ 1 
1tt = Et.L.k=O ~t+k' (33) 

Inflation is a weighted discounted average of future output growth 
rates. Note that expressions 30 and 33 have been derived without re
sorting to the new Keynesian Phillips curve. The Taylor principle, in 
fact, must hold regardless of the mie firms use to set prices. 

Various authors have estimated different versions of the Taylor 
mie. For instance, Clarida, Gali and Gertler (2000) estimate a forward 
looking mie of the type 

(34) 

These authors suggest that the centrai bank reacts to movements in 
expected inflation and expected output gap. Rere l and ii are the long 
mn desired nominai interest rate and inflation level and E(' I a

t
) is 

the expectation operator conditional on the information set a
t 

known at t. 6 

Clarida, Gali and Gertler (2000) estimate 34 and find that the co
efficient of inflation, rfJ", is significantly larger than one in the Volck
er-Greenspan period and smaller before. The result is in line with Tay
lor (1993) although the estimation of 34 uses expected inflation in
stead of past inflation. Rere it need only be pointed out that, given the 
highly persistent nature of inflation, the result is hardly surprising. 

Although the Taylor principle is sufficient for equilibrium 
uniqueness in the standard NKM, Sveen and Weinke (2005) showed 
that this might not be the case when capitai accumulation is in-

6 The authors make the assumption that the output gap at t do es not belong 
to a . In other words, the output gap is not known when the nominaI interest rate 
. t 
IS set. 
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volved. This is because capitaI accumulation affects marginaI cost 
deterrnination. Imagine an increase in investment demando This rais
es marginaI cost because production is expanding. At the same time, 
the expected future marginaI cost decreases because the stock of cap
itaI will be Iarger. As firrns set prices in a Calvo (1983) fashion, opti
mal price is an average of current and future marginaI costs. Thus, if 
the second of the effects of capitaI accumulation on marginaI cost 
prevails, the opti mal prices will be Iower than the current price index 
and there will be deflation. If the centraI bank follows a simple Tay
Ior rule, it willlower interest rates, fostering the demand for invest
mento This is a sunspot equilibrium in which an initiai change in in
vestment demand Ieads the system to justify that increase. In this 
case, the Taylor principle alone is not sufficient to guarantee deter
minacy of the equilibrium. Sveen and Weinke (2005) show that the 
parameter goveming the frequency of price adjustment becomes cru
ciai for the system to display deterrninacy when capitaI accumulation 
is modelled. These authors find that a Taylor rule that weighs infla
tion 1.5, as in the originaI Taylor (1993) contribution, dispIays inde
terrninacy of the system for values of the price stickiness parameter 
greater than 0.65. However, as shown in Bils and Klenow (2004), the 
median firrn in the US sets prices every 4.3 months, implying a stick
iness parameter of 0.3. Taking into this value account, the criticism 
advanced by Sveen and Weinke (2005) against the standard Taylor 
rule does not apply. 

To conclude this subsection, it is worth noting the differences in 
the conduct of monetary policy between the FederaI Reserve (Fed) 
and the European CentraI Bank (ECB). The task of the former is to 
"promote the objectives of maximum employment, stable prices, and 
moderate Iong-term interest rates"7 while that ofthe ECB "is to main
tain price stability".8 The European bank focuses only on inflation 
deviations from target regardless of the output gap measures such as 
employment. This posits the following question: is it right to focus 
only on one of the two targets, inflation and output gap? In the con
text of the standard NKM the answer is affirrnative because of the di
vine coincidence, highlighted by Bianchard and Gali (2005). These 

7 From http://www.federalreserve.gov/pf/pf.htm. "Monetary Policy a~d the 
Economy". 

• From http://www.ecb.int/mopo/html/index.en.html. 
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authors stress that in the NKM the gap between the natural level of 
output and the efficient level of output is invariant to shocks. Then, 
stabilizing the output gap coincides with dosing the welfare reievant 
output gap, that is, the distance between actuai and efficient output. 
In the NKM, stabilizing inflation coincides with dosing the output 
gap and,in tum, with dosing the welfare relevant output gap. As the 
authors stress, this coincidence is a feature of the standard NKM 
which is not realistie and not common to modified new Keynesian 
modeIs.9 

The implication here is that policy rules that focus on inflation 
only, such as that dedared by the ECB, do not maximize welfare, as 
they focus only on price stability, which does not automatieally im
ply stabilizing the output gap. Imagine a higher than target inflation 
rate and a lower than target output (a negative output gap). If the 
weight on output in 23 is zero, the nominaI rate is set higher than the 
case in whieh the coefficient on output is positive. This happens be
cause in the latter case the monetary authority wants not only to sta
bilize prices but also to dose the output gap. Setting a high nominaI 
interest rate will pursue the first objective but will be in contrast with 
the secondo 

3. The Sticky Infonnation Model 

In this section I present the SIM and compare it with a simplified ver
sion of the NKM. As argued in the introduction, the NKM is the most 
commonIy used tool for monetary poIiey anaIysis. However, there are 
some facts that the NKM is not able to reproduce. In partieular 
Mankiw and Reis (2002) are concemed with the following three ob
servations: disinflations are always contractionary, the maximum im
pact of a monetary shock on inflation happens with some delay, in
flation is correlated with the level of economie activity.lO The NKM 
model fails to reproduce these facts, while the SIM model is consis
tent with them. 

, Blanchard and Gali (2005) introduce wage rigidities to show this aspect. 
IO On this point, see al so Gali and Gertler (1999), who argue that output gap 

leads inflation. Thus output gap leads display a higher correlation with inflation 
than contemporaneous output gap. 
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Mankiw and Reis (2002) use four policy experiments to explain 
the differences between the two models, and this seems to me the 
best strategy to proceed in this work as well. I first describe the SIM 
model and then compare the equations with a simplified version of 
the NKM. Next, using impulse response functions, I describe the dy
namie properties of the two models. 

The basie assumption of the SIM is that prices are flexi
ble but information disseminates slowly over firms. There is a contin
uum of firms jE [0,1] in the economy. Each period, a fraction 1- <p, 

q> E [0,1], of the population of firms receives the information about 

current economie conditions while the remaining q> do es not. In this 
model, the information some firms are lacking is the current (and 
possibly past) evolution of the exogenous disturbances. Thus, if a 
monetary shock occurs but the firm does not receive the information, 
it will set prices on the basis of the information held before the shock 
occurred. 

Here I present the macro model; no miero-foundations are pro
vided or discussed. Reis (2006) provides miero-foundations for the 
SIM on the basis of firms' "inatlentiveness": as information gathering 
is costly, the single firm decides optimally to remain inattentive to 
shocks for given time lengths. Information is acquired only in the in
stants between two inattentiveness periods. 

Following Mankiw and Reis (2002), define the desired price at 
t as 

. 
Pt = Pt + aYt· (35) 

This can be interpreted as a logarithmie version of 14. Here P~ is the 
logarithm of the optimal priee at t, P

t 
is the logarithm of the priee in

dex and Y
t 

is the logarithm of output. Assume that the logarithm of 
potential output is zero so that Y

t 
is interpreted as the output gap. The 

marginai cost MC, and the output gap satisfY a !inear relationship so 
the use of Y

t 
in 35 should not be surprising. A firm that received the 

information at t-j sets the optimal price as 

(36) 

That is, the optimal price x{ is set at the level that, at t-j, was 
thought to be right for time t. Whatever shock happened between t-j 
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and t does not belong to the firm's information set and SO cannot be 
used to set the optimal price. The price index in the economy will be 

Pt = (1- <p) L 7=0 <pjxi, (37) 

that is, a weighted average of the prices set by firms grouped by the 
vintage of their information. Using 35, 36 and 37, the price index 
can be written as 

Pt = (1- <p)L7=o <pjEt- j(pt + aYt)· 

The sticky information Phillips curve then becomes 

(38) 

a(l- <p) "' ~ . 
1tt = <p Yt+(l-<P).LJj=o<PJEt_l _ j (1tt +aL\Yt), (39) 

where L\y, = y, - Y'-l is the growth rate of output. See the appendix 
for the derivation. Compared to the new Keynesian Phillips curve, the 
stieky information equivalent still depends on the output gap but 
also on past expectations about current inflation and the growth rate 
of output. Note the similarity with the new classica l Phillips curve in 
equation 22 

In both 39 and 22 what matter are past expectations about cur
rent economie conditions. In the new Keynesian Phillips curve it is 
current expectations about future economie activity that matter. The 
SIM shares some features with the monetary literature of the Seven
ties and also with the Calvo mechanism. 

A simplified version of the NKM can be derived as follows. As 
before, A, is the Calvo parameter. The desired price at t is defined as in 
35. Optimal priee at t is a weighted average of current and future de
sired prices 

(40) 

The price level is an average of all optimal prices set over time 

(41) 
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which can be written as 

(42) 

that is, as a convex combination of optimal price today and the t-l 
price index. Using 40, 41 and 42 the resulting new Keynesian Phillips 
curve is ll 

(43) 

4. Policy experiments 

Here I follow Mankiw and Reis (2002) in describing four policy ex
periments in terms of which I can compare the NKM and the SIM. 

First, I define a simple demand for money holdings 

m=p+y, (44) 

which is interpreted as a logarithmic version of the quantity theory 
of money with velocity equal to one. Using this to substitute for out
put in 35, the desired price can be written as 

(45) 

The last equation shows that the desired price at t depends on the 
price level, and thus on other firms' prices, and on the level of aggre
gate demand m( When ex ~ 1 the single firm will not care about oth
er firm's price while, when ex ~ O, the level of aggregate demand 
will be irrelevant. 

Mankiw and Reis (2002) consider different exogenous processes 
for m( These are interpreted as the centraI bank behaviour. Using im
pulse response functions, the response of inflation and output to 
changes in the m, process are analyzed. 12 

The parameter values are ex = 0.1, <p = 0.75 and À = 0.75. These 
numbers imply that firms are not very sensitive to macroeconomic 

Il Note that the only difference with the new Keynesian Phillips curve derived in 
20 is that now I consider f3 ~ 1 and a ~ 11 + (J. 

12 Ali figures described in the next sections are derived through simulations. For 
details of the computational procedure see appendi x C in Mankiw and Reis (2002). 

. ! 
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conditions and that in the NKM finns adjust prices on average once per 
year, while in the SIM they receive infonnation with that frequency. 

FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 2 

EXPERlMENT l, OUTPUT 
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Experiment 1: A drop in the level DJ mI 

Suppose that the sequence {mt}~~_ is such that mt = m, V t:: -00, 
... , -1. At t = O there is a 10% drop in the level of m and the se
quence {mt}:o is such that mt = (1 - 0.1)m, V t = O, ... :00. 

Figure 1 and 2 show the impulse response functions for infla
tion and output in the two models. As described above, the maxi
mum impact of the shock in the NKM occurs in the same period as 
the shock. 

, ' 
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FIGURE 3 
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FIGURE 4 
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In the SIM, there is a drop in output at t = O. Ihis is due to the 

1- <pof firms receiving current information and consequently setting 
lower prices. Ihis implies that the price index is reduced proportion
ally less than the quantity of money. From equation 44 output is re
duc:ed. 

Ihe most interesting feature of this experiment is that the max
imum effect on inflation in the SIM is delayed. It occurs seven quar
ters after the shock occurred. Ihis behaviour is explained through 
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equation 45. The desired price depends not only on the quantity of 
money mI' but also on the priee level Pt' that is, on the price set by 
other finfis. As <p of firms are not receiving the information about 
current conditions, they do not adjust prices. Finnswhieh are adjust
ing take this into account in setting the optimal price. As ti me passes 
more firms become aware of the change in the quantity of money 
and adjust the desired price. Then, inflation builds up over time. This 
is the time needed for a sufficient number of finns to gather infonna
tion. The timing of the delay depends crucially on the parameter a, 
whieh can be interpreted as the source of strategie complementarity 
among finns in the economy.13 

Experiment 2: Disinflations 

Assume now that the quantity of money mI grows at a constant rate 
of 10% per year and that, at ti me t = 0, the centraI bank sets mo = m_I 
and announces that mI will be constant at ma forever. 

The impulse response functions are shown in figures 3 and 4. In 
the NKM the disinflation is costless in terms of output. This is be
cause, in the period when the policy is changed, inflation switches 
from a positive value to zero. Output remains at a constant zero lev
el. In the SIM, the impact of the change of policy on inflation is 
gradual. This is because, when the policy is changed, there are firms 
which are still posting priee on the basis of old information. As a 
consequence, inflation is decreasing but it does not reach zero in the 
first period of the shock. The economy faces a recession because the 
quantity of money is constant but the price index is still rising. 

Experiment 3: Announced disinflations 

In this experiment, Mankiw and Reis (2002) assume that the disinfla
tion is announced two years before it will take pIace. Let us assume 
that the announcement is made at t = -8 and the policy is adopted at 
t = O. The results are given in figures 5 and 6. In the NKM the future 

Il For a definition of strategie complementarity see note 6 above. Here, the 
higher it is a, the less firms' pricing decisions will be strategie complements. 
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FIGURE 5 
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FIGURE 6 
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disinflation causes an expansion of the economy. This happens be
cause adjusting firrns set the optimai price as a discounted average of 
all future nominaI costs. Since at t = O the nominaI quantity of money 
will be kept constant forever, the prices set after the announcement 
will grow by less than 2.5% with respect to those set before, implying 
that, in the time period -8<t<O, inflation will be decreasing. A Iower 
inflation rate with a constant growth rate of money suppIy results in 
an increase in output because the reai money balances increase. 
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FIGURE 7 

EXPERIMENT 4. INFLATION 
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In the SIM, nothing happens in -8<t<0. Some finns are receiving 

information in this time span but they will use this information only to 
set price from t = O onwards. Thus, at t = O, as some of the firms have 
knowledge of the policy enacted, inflation decreases. However, it does 
not reach zero because some firms are not aware of the policy. With 
growing prices and a constant money supply, the real money balances 
are decreasing, and so is output. The economy goes through a recession. 
Note, however, that the recession in this case is milder than the one en
countered in the previous experiment. Then, when the centraI bank can 
credibly commit itself to a policy, the effects of that policy will be lesser 
than in the case in which the disinflation is not announced. 

Experiment 4: Inflation persistence 

In their last experiment Mankiw and Reis (2002) show that the SIM is 
able to replicate the acceleration phenomenon while the NKM is not. 
By acceleration phenomenon these authors mean the empirical ob
servation that periods of high inflation correspond to periods in 
which the economic activity is high. To show this, Mankiw and Reis 
(2002) assume a money supply process of the type 

~mt = p~mt_1 + Et 

where et is white noise with standard deviation a. 

(46) 
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FIGURE 8 

EXPERIMENT 4, OUTPUT 
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Ihis process implies that the money supply process is non-sta

tionary while its rate of growth is a stationary processo Mankiw and 
Reis (2002) assign values p = 0.5 and (J' = 0.007. Simulations are 
shown in figures 7 and 8. Output shows a hump-shaped response to 
the shock in both models. Inflation, on the other hand, shows its 
maximum impact in the period of the shock in the NKM but displays 
a hump-shaped response in the SIM. Ihe hump-shaped response of 
inflation represents the reason why the SIM model displays the accel
eration phenomenon while the NKM mode! does noto Inflation falls 
immediately in the NKM and then starts rising. 

On the other hand, output decreases for some periods after the 
shock. Ihis implies a small negative correlation in the simulated data. 
Mankiw and Reis (2002) compute correlations of output Y, with the 
change in inflation in the year around t, 7t

t
+

2 
- 7t

t
_
2
, and the change in 

inflation in the two years around t, 7t 4 -re 4' For the NKM these are 
t+ t-

respectively -0.13 and -0.11, while for the SIM they are 0.43 and 
0.40. Ihe actual correlations in the US quarterly data for the 1960-99 
peri od, between GDP and the GDP deflator, the consumer price index 
CPI and the core CPI are shown in table 1. Ihey are roughly in Une 
with the SIM model. 

'i 
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TABLE l 

THE ACCELERATION PHENOMENON 

Data COIT. [GDP(t), Infl.(t+2)-Infl.(t-2)) Corro [GDP(t), Infl.(t+4)-Infl.(t-4)) 

GDP deflator 0.48 0.6 

CPI 0.38 0.46 

Core CPI 0.46 0.51 

Models 

NKM -0.13 -0.11 

SIM 0.43 0.4 

Correlations between output and inflation change in the USo Data are quarterly for the period 
1960-99. GDP is computed as deviations from an HP trend. 
Source: Mankiw and Reis (2002). 

5. Conclusions 

In this work, I survey two models for monetary policy analysis. The 
first, the New Keynesian Model, is the most commonly used instru
ment to analyze monetary policy. The reason for its success lies in 
the mix of assumptions made bringing together elements of generaI 
equilibrium theory, drawn from the new classical theory, and ele
ments of the Keynesian tradition, such as sticky prices. The basic ver
sion of the model, presented here, proves a relatively simple tool to 
handle. In particular, it is possible to reduce the model to a three 
equations rational expectations log-linear system. Using modem the
ory on rational expectations, this system can be solved numerically 
using computer codes. With this solution at hand, impulse response 
functions can be studi ed. The impulse response functions can be 
compared to the movements of the IS and LM curve in the basic 
macroeconomics textbook. In the simulations of the New Keynesian 
Model the magnitude of the variables reaction can be measured and 
depends on the parameter values assigned. These values can be cali
brated or econometrically estimated. This methodology, per se, repre
sents a notable step forward with respect to the standard IS-LM mod
el, in which the responses of the various variables to shocks are not 
quantifiable. 

.' 'o, 
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One critique moved against the New Keynesian Model is the lack 
of inflation persistence. If the monetary policy mIe does not display 
any sort of persistence, the effects of the shock on inflation die out in 
one periodo Chari, Kehoe and Mc Gratta n (2000) criticize this lack of 
persistence in the inflation generated by the New Keynesian Model. 
Since then, many authors have tried to reply to this critique showing 
that modified versions of the model are able to generate a persistence 
behaviour of inflation that is absent in the standard model. 14 

Regardless of its appeal, however, the New Keynesian Model is 
not ummimously accepted as, for instance, is the Neoclassical Growth 
Model in growth theory. Many scholars do not accept the sticky price 
assumption which, in fact, is the key assumption to obtain any non
neutrality of monetary policy actions. These critics explored other di
rections to obtain money non-neutralities, such as cash in advance 
models, limited participation models or even search models of mon
ey. None of these models have proved to be a better tool than the 
New Keynesian Model. Proof of this lies in the fact the centraI banks 
stilI use the latter as their benchmark. 

The only model that has seriously challenged the New Keyne
sian Model is the Sticky Information Model proposed by Mankiw and 
Reis (2002). These authors break with the sticky prices tradition using 
insights from the monetary literature of the Seventies, based on in
formation asymmetries. The Lucas (1972) theory on money non-neu
trality, dating to almost forty years ago, was abandoned because it 
proved difficult to test empiricalIy. Mankiw and Reis (2002) revive 
these ideas and mix them with a modified Calvo mechanism that 
now applies to information. For each peri od, only a fraction of the 
firms in the population receives the information about current eco
nomic conditions, namely the state of the economy, while the re
maining ones do not possess updated information. The reasons for 
this odd distribution of information over the population may be di
verse. Reis (2006) argues that firms rationalIy become inattentive be
cause of costs of acquiring information. Mackowiak and Wiederholt 
(2004) show that firms may have a limited capacity of absorbing in
formation and have to choose optimalIy how much information to 
get about the aggregate state and the idiosyncratic one. 

14 See Dotsey and King (2006) for instance. 
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The Sticky Information Model proves ab le to replicate some 
monetary facts that the New Keynesian Model misses: in particular, 
that the effects of a monetary shock on inflation occur with some de
lay, that deflations are contractionary and that inflation is usually 
correlated with the level of economie activity. However, not even the 
Sticky Information Model is immune to criticismo For instance, it is 
not clear why firms should be completely inattentive to the state of 
the economy when a shock of high magnitude occurS. In this respect, 
the Stieky Information Model can be seen as an approximation of the 
behaviour of firms in periods of low shocks, in which it is practieally 
irrelevant for firms to update information constantly. Another prob
lem with the Stieky Information Model is that the state space is po
tentially infinite. In fact, to compute a numerical solution one should 
take into account the priees set by firms that updated their informa
tion in the infinite past. Trabandt (2006) proposes a solution method 
for this difficulty. 

APPENDIX 

Here I follow Mankiw and Reis (2002) in deriving the sticky information 
Phillips curve. Starting from equation 38 in the text 

which can be written 

(47) 

and summing and subtracting Pt = (1- cp)L~o cpJEt-l_J(Pt + aYt) to 47 I can 
write 

Pt = (l-cp)(pt +aYt)+(I-CP)L~=ocpJEt-l-J(Pt + <Xyt) + 

2"'- J - (I - cp) "'"'J=O cp Et-I-J(pt + aYt)· 

The analogous of 38 for p is 
t-I 

_ "'- J Pt-I - (1- cp) "'"' J=O cp Et_ J (Pt-I + ay t-1) . 

(48) 

(49) 

J., • 
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Subtracting 49 from 48 I get 

~ - J 1t, = (1- q>)(p, + ay ,) + (1- q» L..J=o q> EH _J(1t, + a~y,) + (50) 

- (1- q»2L~=o q>jEt_l-j(p, + aYt). 

Now rewrite 47 as 

(1 - <p{ p, - a(I-<p q>}Yt )= (1- q»2 L~=o q>J+lEt-I_J(p, + ay,), (51) 

and use this to substitute for the last term in 50 to get 

1tt = (1- q>)(Pt + aYt) + (1- q»L~=o q>JEt-l_j(1tt + a~Yt) + 

- (1- q>{ Pt - a(1-q> q»y t ) (52) 

and 

which is equation 39 in text. 
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